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I n g r i d  Sa t e l m a j e r
How to Be a Disciple
Sure, there’s the obvious—Jesus H. Christ, as Binky says, his thum b 
between a wrench and a hard place. But then consider: the lilies, the 
fields, all that lies beyond C atoctin’s rural idylls. See the world! Aim 
high! Be all you can be, and grab the hand  o f a newfound leader: 
fierce or m aternal, the vague image o f dark-skinned purpose in 
traditional clothes. T hen  remember. It’s the twenty-first century; it’s 
post-post-Enlightenm ent. W e’ve moved beyond guys in robes. H ere’s 
Binky, your beautiful brother-in-law untouched by the Age o f Reason. 
He s out in that old shed next to his house, the hood propped high on 
his G rand National. W hen you see him reach in to adjust som ething 
with fingers so delicate and gentle, you just know this is what it means 
for someone to worship. W hat it m eans for someone to follow. Stay 
close to that idea. Stay close. You’ll need it now— now—
Now. No more than a week after Binky plays—Jesus H. Christ— under 
the hood of that car, no more than a day after Jay, your husband, takes 
off on another job, you’ll go up to Binky’s house and find the others— 
Pete, Carl, and some new little guy everyone keeps calling ‘Junior.” It’s 
Friday, they’re all off from the base, and Junior keeps getting tossed 
into Binky s above-ground pool right next to the spot you’ve marked 
out as your own: third lawn chair from the steps. Smack center in the 
brightest patch of sun.
“Told your old m an I ’d look after you,” Binky handed you a magazine 
when you showed up, and you’re still looking for something, so you sit 
there, flipping through its pages, a collection of colored ads and articles 
about men. Even though keep a page open too long— splash!—Junior 
gets it soaked, and you’re stuck with a sopping ad for “Naturalizer” or a 
water-soaked “U m a T hurm an  for Lancome,” the pages almost tearing 
as you move on.
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You'd like to believe in shoes. You once had this friend, a big girl, 
and she said the best thing about shoes was that they always made 
her feel beautiful when she went shopping. Didn’t matter what she 
ate— before, during, after. She was always the same size— Mmmmm- 
hmmmmm— and she always knew she’d feel better when she came 
back from the store.
You find an ad for some gold-colored strappy sandals with heels. 
There are others thrown in on the sides— pink sneakers with flowers, 
slides made from sparkling blue jelly-like substance— and the drops 
from Junior’s serial immersions hit these pictures in the margins like 
they’re target practice. You keep your eyes on the center, because 
you’ve decided that you will focus. Strappy shoes. Strappy shoes. 
Strappy shoes. Just before Junior hits the next time, you feel warned. 
You pull the picture to your chest. Then release.
Those shoes might hurt to wear— there are at least seven different 
straps. You know this because you count the straps, then stop, pulling 
back from the details, letting your eyes go out of focus in the way you 
used to hold them as a child each week in church (the preacher’s form 
and words a soft haze that made you feel good). And then the page turns 
completely wet, as if lightning and thunder have struck simultaneously. 
As if: no thunder. Because there was no sound this time— no yells, no 
contact of one or even four bodies hitting the water— and Junior’s not 
to blame.
Instead, there’s only Binky, standing right behind your chair.
In a minute, you’ll note all the separate details— the sopping wet 
t-shirt like a towel around his neck, the cutoffs he wears in place of his 
swimming trunks. You might think of that shirt being held out and 
wrung right over your seat, but all you see now is hair: great water- 
soaked strands of it hanging down from his head, its golden brown 
mass dark and streaming, the water hitting you full in the face as you 
close the magazine and look up.
"Binky!” Damp in your own cutoffs, you writhe around, the wooden 
pool deck too hot to walk on without shoes. You see everything and 
nothing: a confused haze of color and light the pink geraniums 
Binky grows in clay pots stacked around the edges of the deck; flashes 
of light from the chlorinated tank; the yellow hand Binky’s bolted to
the wooden rail, its spring-loaded arm  sending a mechanical, wind- 
fueled wave to the locals who drive past the house. “Binky! You H ” 
You pull the magazine, w arm  and wet, to your chest. “Binky!” And 
then emerge, the sun drying the traces o f water that remain on your 
face. The sun lighting up Binky from behind, his head blocking its orb 
but not hiding the fact that brightness and light lie behind him— him, 
that water-glistening spot of stillness in your vision.
“I ju s t  h e a rd  from  B ill.”
“Bill?” The magazine cuts in as you pull your hair back from your eyes.
I hen Binky moves one hand out to the back of your chair. Edged by 
grease, his fingernails m eet you at eye level. Bill. Bill. You remem ber: 
Binky’s portable phone, its custom ary spot by the pool, all the rings 
you blocked out this last hour. Bill.
“Looks like” as Binky moves, he reveals the full light o f the 
sun “we got another ticket now.” His hands, just their tips, both 
sink into his pockets, their weight pulling the band just below his six- 
pack tight waist. As he shifts he blocks up the sun once more. In the 
shadow that hides his face, you think you see him smile. “W anna go 
to R ichm ond?”
As you slide your feet into your sandals by the pool, C arl, that 
m ean  little fat-faced bastard , who always looks like h e ’d be n icer 
than  he is, calls out, “Shit, Binky! D o n ’t tell m e she’s com ing, too .” 
His light eyes fixed unblinking w hen you laugh. So you d o n ’t tu rn  
back for your m agazine, its pages spread out on the lawn chair.
You’re down to the house next, gathering  possessions w ithout 
though t— an act as useless as if you h ad n ’t gathered  anyth ing  at 
all. Later, you 11 think o f t-shirts, freshly w ashed, stacked in your 
bottom  drawer. Later, you’ll rem em ber the money, a tight w ad you 
keep folded up u n d ern ea th  your jeans. As for now, you only know 
this: th a t if given the choice— go right now or d o n ’t go at all— you 
would take it, you would ju m p  at it.
T h e  intensity  w ith which you believe this surprises you. Since 
m oving “back” to J a y ’s “hom e,” you’ve seen m ore races than  you 
care to count, perched  in the co rn er o f the shed w here Binky’s 
hooked up an old TV. You’d started  out fine— calling your driver, 
asking Jay  questions; him  saying w hat you needed  was to go
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sometime. W hen  E a rnhard t  died this February, his car demolished 
in the final lap at Daytona, you even found yourself wiping tears 
from the edges of your eyes because you ’d never seen m en look 
so stunned. You’d sent down some black cloth that Binky had 
w rapped  around  the yellow arm  on the deck railing, its au tom ated  
wave the stuff of m ourn ing  until sum m er wore the fabric away. 
But then, mid-July, you’d lost interest. Ja y  had  got different after 
moving you here, especially with that stuff at the base, and  you 
found yourself staying away, even when the others m ade p rank  
calls to the house. This Deb? C arl’s voice in falsetto. This  h e re ’s 
Doris— your old friend from the base. M ean ing  W atertown, Fort 
D ru m — the place you’d m et Jay  almost two years earlier. H im  
now giggling like a fool in the back. You know . . . .  Been th inkin’ 
about you, hon. In that special way. M m m -h m m m . A click always 
sealing their world off from your own. Now, suddenly, no reason, 
it seems as though your heart would break if you cou ldn’t make it 
down to R ichm ond  with the rest.
Twenty m inutes after you left the lawn chair  by the pool, Binky’s 
car idles outside your house. You run out the front door, testing 
the lock as you pull it closed, and  you see C a r l ’s taken the front 
seat next to Binky. T h e y ’ll let you jo in , but they w on’t make it 
easy— the hum p seat for latecomers, a p inch on the back o f  your 
left thigh as you squeeze in between Pete and  Junior.
“Pete!” Slap that bastard  as you laugh. “T h a t  hu r t!” H e ’ll look 
innocent, even you can see that, but oh my G od  d o n ’t even think 
ol looking at Junior, that p resum ptuous who does he think he is 
d o n ’t care how m any  times he was throw n in the pool today.
“G ot enough room  back there?” Binky doesn’t even tu rn  
around.
K now  who to leave if we d o n ’t .” Carl, his face tilted back just  
enough, shows one cocked eyebrow, but he w on’t look directly 
at you. H e doesn’t laugh until you hit h im  three times— “Carl! 
\ o u  re m ean, Carl! Push your ha ir  back from your eyes as you 
lean into your place, fold your arm s across your chest. “Carl!”
A nd then just  as that fat-faced b a s ta rd ’s lip finally curls up, 
Binky, his eyes still straight ahead , hands back som eth ing  folded 
ha lf  over.
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“D e b ”— you d o n ’t reach till the second time— “D eb!” W hen  
he shouts, you take the m agazine like a baton. Its pages feel w arm  
and  damp. Light, inconsequential,  it rests easy on your lap.
Binky turns the car around, stirring dust up as he heads out the 
driveway.
“You like shoes?” Junior, pressed against his door, gives you space 
now, as Binky heads south on 270. C a r l’s got his w indow down 
almost all the way, and  you can see Binky’s pulled his hair  back 
from his face.
1 hey’re okay.’ You flip the m agazine over, pressing the ad 
from the back against your legs— you kept your cutoffs on— and 
giving Ju n io r  an eyeful with the cover. Some blond actress from 
the (all lineup smiles big, he r  cleavage popp ing  out o f a brigh t red 
dress. You tu rn  toward Pete. “T h ink  R udd has a chance?” His 
right shoulder presses steady against the top o f your left a rm , but 
h e ’s got both  hands on his knees.
“W h a t ’s tha t?”
I said even back here, C a r l ’s window makes it ha rd  to talk 
who do you think has a chance?1 Because as soon as y o u ’d said 
R u d d ’s name, you’d regretted  it.
Guess there are lots o f  people, you could say.” Pete’s never 
been one for m uch talk. “You know, a short track like tha t— ”
“I like R u d d .” J u n io r ’s got his knees tu rn ed  toward you now. “I 
like— ” you slump down in your seat.
I can t h ea r  no th ing  with that window. You close your eyes, 
ducking Ju n io r  and  Pete’s cha tte r  with your slouch. T h en  you 
open  one eye, the left one, ju s t  a slit, and  watch Binky’s hair  for 
at least half an  hour. T h e  wind keeps playing with the bits that 
are teased out from on top, wiry wisps that dance and  play on the 
breeze.
“R usty’s team — ”
“But if R udd  h a d n ’t— ”
You hear  J im m y  Spencer. You h ea r  Rudd. Darrell Waltrip, 
E a rn h a rd t  Junior. Jeff G o rd o n — that pre tty  boy. T h a t  fag. Rusty. 
Rusty. Rusty. Rusty. Pete’s voice sends you off to the place you 
never hear  abou t u tte r  tedium, the downtim e between the
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miracles. Until you wake up, hours later, and it’s almost dark.
So here’s Binky, here’s you— everyone else is asleep— and the 
early evening light catches the same pieces of hair you’d been 
watching when you drifted off.
“We almost there?” You lean up to the front, stretching out your 
spine. Your face between the seats, you find Binky’s smell, warm and 
familiar.
“Wouldn’t know from the traffic.” Binky’s right. You’ve seen the 
crowds on TV Tomorrow, this road will be packed. “Help me look for 
this place.” The grounds now come up on the left. Binky drives slowly, 
but the car seems to slide on the pavement.
“You stayed here before?”
“Every year. Some guy, rents his yard. You pay, you pitch a tent. 
Right across from the track. It’s just these trees— ” Binky slams on the 
brakes as a man stumbles out of a ditch and on to the road.
“That the Canadian?” Carl, awake now, laughs at the man who 
lurches back into the ditch. Just beyond, on the bank, two more men 
stand between the trees. Caps on their heads, beer cans clutched tight, 
they point at their friend in the ditch. Even in the dusk, you can see how 
their eyes follow Binky’s car, their beer cans at their waists until Binky 
finds the dirt driveway just beyond, and Carl, rolling down his window, 
lifts a hand in salute. “How ya doin’, ya crazy bastards,” Carl calls out 
beneath his breath.
Once over the ditch, Binky stops the car, runs his hand through the 
top of his hair, then turns on the headlights. There’s a house straight 
ahead. Boards coming through the white paint. Pillowcases tacked up 
in the front windows. An old man— “that old coot”— keeping guard 
on his steps. He walks up to Binky’s window, takes the money. Then— 
Binky’s headlights, that steady spotlight—you see something move at 
the curtains. No one else catches it, and you gasp.
The men on the edge of the ditch hold their beer cans toward Carl, 
their arms frozen in salute.
Binky eases the car ahead.
Whoever said twelve was a magic number?
As it is, there are five in your group. Six more when you add the 
Canadian, his two friends by the ditch, and three more they had back
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at their campground. Two more when you count Mr. Drew and Mrs. 
Jimmie, Junior’s friends, this old couple he met two years ago at Dover.
And if seventy-three— there are more tents on that old coot’s 
yard than you’ve ever seen in one spot, Binky’s headlights picking 
out the path that winds through tarpaulin and bodies, and then fires 
starting up here and there, then one is the num ber of Luxury Line 
Campers. Parked in the middle, brought there by Mr. Drew and Mrs. 
Jimmie, the sole spot of civilization in this place. Perfumed liquid 
hand soap in the bathroom, which you use when Mrs. Jim m ie insists; 
the truck pulled out next to the camper so its back can accommodate 
supper.
But three: Binky keeps coming over, looking for Carl and Pete, 
while four, you’re just helping Mrs. Jimmie with the food she’s setting 
out. “Macaroni, potato . . . bean salad . . . rolls. Potato, macaroni, 
bean salad, rolls. ’ Because— two— both those bags of potato chips 
she’s got stacked at the end keep falling down if the containers aren’t 
in just the right order. Don t know why Binky— he’s supposed to be 
setting things up at the site— can’t get his hands on Carl because, two, 
here comes that bastard yet again, his beery breath warm as you take 
the twisty off a package of hot dog rolls, a perfect dozen.
“W hatcha gonna eat, Deb?” Carl points at the number on the 
package, one of his fingers sawed off to the knuckle, lost years ago 
at Fort Detrick. That base, Uncle Sam’s gift of productivity, the best 
employer in the area Jay said when he moved you down to Catoctin. 
He d come back, good of boy finished up from the service, happy 
to be there— “One nation, civilian jobs for all”— till some bastard, 
calling it “ethics investigation,” said he’d caught Jay stealing. Stupid 
stuff like tools and tires, an old lawnmower nobody had used. So 
that now he was driving truck. “Pm still looking for the rat,” Jay had 
said two nights ago, late. A few hours before taking off early for his 
job. “Still looking,” Binky echoed, having helped his brother back 
home. Moving Jay off his shoulder and on to an easy chair. Then 
laughing “Gonna get— him— some rodent.” And making as if he 
were stepping on something with his boot.
C arl’s gone both times before you can say anything. Because 
twenty-four, those Canadians, all settled in since yesterday at this 
time, have used every hour since arriving to get drunk. T hey’re
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handing  beers out free drinks for all fools— their campsite set 
up somewhere just behind that house. W hich speaking o f  here 
comes, one, that solitary old coot, winding his way through the 
mess h e ’s created, pants drooping off his flat ass, feet slow and 
shuffling in the dirt. H e ’s telling people they can ’t have open fires, 
as Jun io r  informs you between, four, helping Mr. Drew set up lawn 
chairs. And even though Mrs. J im m ie ’s petro grill gets a nod, the 
old coot first stands there, jaw  working, as if he c an ’t figure out 
where the fire is coming from.
By nine o ’clock— and you can count that num ber  too— you’ve 
had your share, you’re on your third, and  even Carl seems funny 
when he tells you there w on’t be enough room for you in his tent 
tonight. Everyone’s finally filled up their plates, and  Pete’s pulled 
out his Rusty Wallace car, num ber two (count that num ber  too). 
You keep staring at its frame, m iniature but visible, even from 
where you sit— on a blanket, on the ground, Binky lying flat on 
his back, pulling on your shoelace over and again, so that you keep 
swatting his arm . H e ’s already grabbed  your wrist so that, two, 
you’ve lost food off your fork both times on the blanket below. 
Seems he can ’t stop touching pieces of you tonight. And h e ’s 
just started pulling on the fringed edge of your cutoffs— one, two, 
three tugs when Jun io r  walks over, looking straight on at you, 
kicking dirt on the blanket as he crouches down just beyond its 
edge.
“Mrs. J im m ie ’s got— .” You’ve seen him talking to her like 
they’ve got plans for you, so now you ju m p  up, two, swatting the 
backs of both legs with a shriek, and  then getting “God, D e b ” 
Irom Binky, his finger w renched free from the belt loop he m ust’ve 
just found. \ \  hen you push past Carl, his bulk snapping back 
firm, you see nothing. W hat a circle of light you’d been living in. 
Zero. T he  dark pressing deep and  then something flashing out 
bright in the backs of your eyes because, four, Mr. D rew ’s electric 
lanterns had illuminated your world.
And one, you still walk because you know you’ll find your way. 
You know, one, you’ll keep straight on that road, one, even if you 
trip as you do at least twice, your knees hitting the dirt the second 
time. Even if, one, you only hear  what lies beyond that pa th , one,
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how chaos can be qu iet on top bu t still th rea ten in g  below, until 
som eone stum bles out an d  alm ost runs stra igh t in to  you, one, 
and  you, one, keep on w alking until the trees break , an d  th e re ’s 
pavem ent, the road  th a t b ro u g h t you here the very one.
A nd you expect to see the speedway, w h e th e r dark  o r lit up, 
how the hell could you, one, know  w hat you, one, w ould find. 
But you d o n ’t not even in your w ildest dream s im agine w hat will 
open  up before your eyes: two little Sam bos, as Binky calls them  
(and m ore), p ickaninnies, babes, little coons. T h e y ’ve craw led 
out now from  th a t house, w here y o u ’d seen th e ir little hands, and  
the whites o f o n e ’s eyes as B inky’s headlights caught him  looking 
out from  his p lace beh ind  th a t cu rta in . A nd now th ey ’ve m ade a 
p layground  o f th a t s tree t— one on each side shooting  sticks across 
the pavem ent. A nd you can see th a t they m ean  for those sticks to 
be cars, for w hat else could those sticks be w hen those boys live 
across there  always ju s t b eh ind  those trees from  the track. But 
suffer the little fools even you know th a t no one can  win th a t way. 
A nd i t ’s no t a track  if  y o u ’re ju s t going back an d  forth  th a t way 
even if  they try  bless th e ir hearts  yes they try  to sta rt ou t at the 
sam e tim e, the sticks shot out now  across the road , an d  then  one 
or the o th er som etim es ju m p in g  out from  the ditch shaking himself 
in a way that spells victory but fully silent so that it’s only their limbs, 
loose, that pull you in— their dances, the way that they m anage to 
signal the now and then m anage to signal again and again.
A nd I have told you what this is about, from the start I have told 
you. And there is no silent car pulling up on that street because it’s not 
about a car or an accident or someone stepping in at the last m inute 
to prevent such an accident. If it had been I would have told you, I 
would have sent you a sign, a signal. If  it would be, if it could be, I 
would have said, I would have told you.
But even if, instead, you try to add all those num bers in your 
head the seventy-three, the three, the four, the two, and all the other 
twos and all the ones and don’t forget nine o ’clock and the hours that 
have passed since then, you’ll discover that one hundred forty-four, the 
num ber o f the chosen, is harder than hard to reach. And you’ll forget 
what you’re doing as you stand there— watching. Just watching and 
not counting all the new numbers: how m any times the little one is
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the one who hops out in the road. And how m any inches his stick car 
falls short every time, even the times he finds his brother now signaling 
his victory. You’ll forget why you’re running everything through in 
your m ind— not just to find order, but looking for the order, the way, 
the truth.
And even if I had told you what to expect, told you listen, told you 
wait right there in my still, small voice, I still think you would have 
jum ped.
T he gunshot. Not too loud but definite, sounding off somewhere 
back behind that house.
But those kids— like they’ve heard it before or heard nothing— still 
continue their mute pantomime through it all. The barking, the 
trampling, all the running, all the moving down knocking over, you can 
hear somewhere back, somewhere back behind everything.
They only pause when Binky, who’s now found you; Binky, with his 
hair around his shoulders; Binky, his shoulders coming out full from under 
the cutaway of his tank top; Binky, your beautiful brother-in-law, who has 
taught you how to follow who will teach you even more; Binky, he moves 
up just one step from beyond you, and he speaks and the boys stop and 
listen.
"‘Better watch out, or you both’ll be next.” And holds a can up, his only 
beer, where the boys can see it clear.
They run. Dropping their sticks in the road, the one closest to the 
grounds slows down so that they both run by Binky together. As if it takes 
two two to push by, two to break through. Binky, making a motion at 
them, making as if to grab them; Binky only fuels their race, their flight.
' 'Little Coons,” Binky says to you as they make it to the steps of their 
house. “Showed up last year when that old guy got a nigger girlfriend.” 
He laughs as he places the can, still half full, on the ground by the side of 
the road. “Shoulda seen last year. Carl and I pulled a trick on the both 
of them with some beer cans.” He wipes his mouth with the back of his 
hand. " little  shiners must still remember.”
And have I told you what remains? That after you learn, there are 
tasks? That there always are tasks that attend one who follows? As it is, all 
that you have now is this: the walk back to your site, Binky one step in front 
of you. There are lights turned on everywhere now: flashlights found, 
emergency flares pulled out from trunks, and people on edge, excited.
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And as Binky walks by, they’ll reach out. A tip of the hat, a nod as if they 
know him. And you: just follow. Because you know he’s prepared— a 
place for you. Because this now is it, this is all that remains. Because he 
went out to find you.
Back near your site, the camper sits dark, shut off.
“They’ve got Junior in there,” Binky nods at it, walks eight feet over to 
the tents. “Litde rat.” Binky stops then and looks at you. As if he’s got 
something he wants you to take from those words.
And you. You don’t ask where the others are. You don’t ask why 
only one tent remains, the other knocked down. O r maybe never 
set up. You don’t ask when that fire got built— or that thing that you 
guess was a fire till sometime not so long ago— still smoldering but 
kicked out. Extinguished like someone had walked straight through 
the center.
When Binky stoops down to go in, pulling the flap back, saying, 
“You might want to get some sleep.” And then looking, just looking 
at you. You’ll just nod, you’ll just smile, as you tell him to go in with 
a wave of your hand.
And get back, did I tell you to test those car doors? (Carl left his side 
unlocked.) Did I tell you to crawl in? To shake the dirt off your feet 
before you close and lock that door and check the other one now from 
inside? Did I tell you to squeeze into the back? To curl up? Hug your 
knees? When you look out through the window you’ll keep watch: 
you can see Binky’s tent. Even as you pull that magazine, wrinkled 
and the closest thing to warm, right up to your chest and hold on. 
Even as you fall asleep, but first catch the smell (it’s dog shit on your 
shoes), the only thing that reminds you where you are as you wake up 
throughout the night.
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O l i v i a  C l a r e
Sex
To begin, they lay across each other 
in the shape of a secular cross.
H er expression she had modeled off a Klimt.
He on top. They wrapped around, not one another, 
the invisibility between them.
His face was taken from a photograph she’d taken.
H e’d visited some pornographic sites.
T hey’d seen a cross of limbs—
M aria Tallchief and George Balanchine.
T hey’d seen a cross in the yard of a woman, 
whose breasts he kept thinking of, 
lilium candidum .
This wom an used her shadow to calibrate 
the sun’s position until her shadow 
becam e the dark, and it was time 
to go inside and bathe.
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C h l o e  g a r c i a - R o b e r t s
The Lullaby
It is still dark.
So all the noise will be lavender.
O n  the m orn ing  when what draws us tight and  fast to its m outh
enters our house
and  silently learns your name.
You can hear  me next to you 
and  what was your mother, 
you will unbuild: 
into only pain 
b rea th ing  towards yours
your wound, 
opening  its eyes at last.
Mitosis comes to us all.
We break apart.
Into a heart  that can only continue 
into a heart  that stays behind, beating against 
the po in t all this losing began.
O n  this jo u rn ey  we canno t untravel 
little skinbox never spill never spill.
Child, if the heads o f  flowers can defy their own deaths 
then you can sing this dance 
o f blindly feeling for the wall.
For you m ay gravity’s fingers uncurl.
M ay you transcend.
M ay you change away.
M ay the terrible eye of god swim over you.
M ay it at once
recognize you and  forget you.
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C a r l o s  V i l l a c o r t a
Satellite City
translated by Daniel Alarcon
My grandfather crisscrossed the sands in his wilted bus
Accompanied by a whistle
—Machine gun, wake up early or I’ll leave you
And off he went to empty the Ventanilla highway
of passengers and dogs
because there was no one quicker
because he traced the city
and the city to the dreams and nightmares of the sands
My grandmother was not Penelope 
But she sewed a comet
before the static of a buzzing television 
(in Ventanilla news of time travel is babbled at 
an infinite speed)
Build the road Garlitos, though the desert may bite us—
In the universe of Lima spin the satellite cities 
and their gloom assails the empty bus
But now that I am in another desert 
flies circling above divine
blow
reaction
inertia
and no one woke up on time
and my grandmother with sand between her eyelids
tells me we must return to Ventanilla
because my grandfather has been bitten by the desert
and the world won’t end with a gunshot
but with a complaint
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Ciudad Satelite
Mi abuelo recorria las arenas en su micro marchito
Y un silbido lo acompanaba
Metralleta, levantate temprano porque sino te dejo—
Y se iba a vaciar la autopista de Ventanilla 
de pasajeros y perros
porque no habia nadie mas veloz que el 
porque tendia entre la ciudad y la ciudad 
los suenos y las pesadillas del arenal.
Mi abuela no era Penelope 
Pero tejia un cometa
frente a la estatica de un televisor encendido 
(en Ventanilla se balbuceaban noticias del viaje en el tiempo 
de la velocidad infinita)
—Formar camino Carlitos, aunque nos muerda el desierto
Alrededor de Lima giran las ciudades satelites 
y sus tinieblas ladrando el micro vacio.
Pero ahora que estoy en otro desierto 
las moscas sobrevuelan anunciando
golpe
reaction
inercia
y nadie se ha levantado a tiempo
y mi abuela con la arena entre los parpados
y hay que regresar a Ventanilla
pues a mi abuelo lo ha mordido el desierto
y el mundo no se iba a acabar con un balazo
pero con un quejido.
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In Tour Kingdom
translated by Daniel Alarcon
And they’ve opened your sides to cover their stench 
And they’ve beaten you because you are always stone
And they’ve thrown you to the abyss so as not to hear your voice of fire 
And they’ve wounded you 
And they’ve killed you 
And so
they’ve abandoned you like an animal
like the king of any desert
except this one
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En Tu Reino
Y te han abierto por los costados para cubrir su hedor
Y te han golpeado porque eres siempre piedra
Y te han lanzado al abismo por no escuchar tu voz de fuego
Y te han herido
Y te han matado
Y asi
te han abandonado como animal
como rey de cualquier desierto
menos de este.
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Childhood
translated by Daniel Alarcon
If I see you again 
in that abyss
that ground my tattered body 
I ’ll bark you out an echo 
or a strangled cloud
24
Infancia
Si te vuelvo a ver 
en ese abismo
que arremolinaba mi cuerpo trizado 
te ladrare un eco 
o una nube estrangulada
25
R e b e k a h  Be a l l
Sight
My God, you're heartsick. You leave the buzzing lights of your office, 
let the door swing shut behind you. It’s already dark. The parking lot 
is nearly empty, lit with broad pools of yellow light. It reflects in long 
gleams on the smooth hoods of cars of workaholics. M en pick up 
whores in this light. Men hide under cars waiting to slice the Achilles’ 
tendon and steal your keys in this light. You were first kissed in this 
light, parked in front of your parents’ house, his thumb under your 
chin, tilting your small, closed mouth up to his. Breathe a little faster, 
click heels across asphalt. The little bottle of mace dangling on your 
keychain gets caught on the strap of your purse as you pull out your 
keys to insert one in the lock. Turn it and pull open the door. Slide 
into the driver’s seat and lock the door behind you. Start the car.
You relax slightly into the seat, put the car in drive. You still steer 
with your hands at ten and two, the way your father taught you when 
you were twelve and learning to drive the truck around the farm. 
It starts to sprinkle, and you grow even more careful, remembering 
driver’s ed: pavement is most dangerous right after rain begins. A 
slick scuzz of residues mixes with the water and waits to send you 
flying off the road. As someone pulls out in front of you, grip the 
wheel tightly enough for your knuckles to pop white, but resist pressing 
the brake too hard.
You arrive at your door. You don’t want to leave the metal shell 
of the car, let its warmth spill out and dissipate in the night, but force 
yourself to unlock the door, swing your feet to the asphalt, purse and 
keys clutched in hand, relock the door, run to the glow of your back 
porch.
Your life is lived running from pool of light to pool of light. 
T he antithesis of a cockroach, you scurry to the safety of the weak 
glow broadened by rain, the low lamplight of the living room, the 
nightlight in the hallway. You can’t stand the blindness, the vagaries,
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of darkness. After opening the door, your hand  im m ediately 
fumbles for the switch that ignites the bright buzz over the linoleum  
in the kitchen. Relock the door. T he refrigerator hums, the broad 
fluorescent lighting hums, you pull out a leftover noodle casserole 
and set the microwave hum m ing. Click your heels to the sink to 
wash an apple. Do w hat you tell yourself every night you will not 
do.
Retrieve the baseball bat from next to your bed and go from door to 
door, window to window testing latches. Unbolt and re-bolt the front 
door, tug on the chain to see that it’s still solid. Flip on every light 
switch you pass, until the entire house is lit, blazing out into the street 
from behind its curtains like a carnival. You approach every closet 
with the fear of a child lying in the dark, watching faint shadows move 
against the wall. Like an actress in a cop movie, you hold the bat high, 
move stealthily to the doorknob and, listening with care, suddenly rip 
open the door on the em pty dark. T here are times when reaching 
inside to pull the chain dangling from the bare bulb is like putting your 
hand in a hair-wired trap.
T he microwave dings. Your heart is still thumping. So. This is 
what you do. Pick up the apple and begin to peel the skin from the 
crisp, white flesh. Force yourself to do this deliberately, slowly, teasing 
the knife under the thin, red layer. Tell yourself your life depends on 
this, on the concentration required to create a long, perfect paring, 
spiraling down from the point o f the knife. This physical action 
makes you real again, som ething other than pure fear. C ut the apple 
into eight pieces and put them  in a bowl. Sprinkle with lem on juice. 
Take the noodles out o f the microwave. Carefully space silverware 
on a tray next to a cloth napkin, add the food, and carry it all to the 
living room.
This is what you do. Tape nature docum entaries: lions, birds, 
African wildlife, insects, whales, everything. W hen the T V  guide 
comes, sit down on the couch and carefully highlight anything of 
interest. O f  course, concentrate on Animal Planet, the Discovery 
C hannel, and PBS, but every once in a while A & E will surprise you 
with something, or a network will have a children’s nature show on 
Saturday morning. You hate it when the program m ing overlaps. It 
seems that the stations would recognize the needs of their them atic
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viewers and streamline their scheduling accordingly. After all, it is the 
backbone of your life. You program your VCR before going to work. 
Now, you rewind today’s tape and push play, settle down on the couch 
with your food on your lap.
It shows a chill, white-skied afternoon, perhaps a spit of  rain. 
T he  heron stands in a bright pool streaked with reflected cattails. 
Your m other’s favorite bird. He moves deliberately, a stalker, one 
foot slipping up from the water, sliding out so cleanly only a few 
drops m anage to cling there. His claw motionless a m inute or two, 
left dangling in the air, and then set back am ong the molecules of 
water, brushing them out of place with the gentleness of a m onarch 
slipping its proboscis into a lilac. His eyes are fixed; he no longer 
risks even the movement of the long muscles of his throat. T he  
sharp line of the beak stops your breathing, slows your heart until 
the pressure just keeps you conscious. Your eyes are fixed. There  
is no turn ing  away now. His beak jerks down, lunges deep into 
water. It flies up gripping a fat, silver fish. T he  fish thrashes in the 
long jaws, flipping, pressure applied behind its head. T he  heron 
drops it am ong the reeds, drives its beak through the stiff body, 
flips it through the air, stabs down again and once more, flips the 
fish up and catches it in its jaws, situates it to go down the throat. 
Watch it slide down. T he  throat expands, feathers gleaming wet 
as they pop out along the bulge in the esophagus. They  stand like 
pins plunged into the body. Your m ind pictures the unhinging 
jaws of a snake, the looseness of a cracked neck, a head slung 
loose at the top of vertebra. T he  heron’s body shivers wet and 
shining, satisfied and ruthless. There  is something not evil but 
simply dangerous held in the small, golden eye. T he  shape of 
the fish passes into the shoulders. You think of the pressure, hard  
and spined, the slow lump driving through the slim tube. He 
stands there a m oment, hunched and spread, body broadened. 
He looks cloaked. Think  shaman, wizard, an egg in the mouth, 
an egg sliding down the throat. Your m o the r’s favorite bird. Your 
m other speared, yourself passing from your m o the r’s body, lightly 
furred and clawed, groaning and helpless into the world. The  
heron has a bright spot of blood at the base of its beak. It reaches 
down among the reeds and wipes it clean. T he  body slows, the 
eyes quiet, watching the pale m irror of water.
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You become expert on the motion of anim al’s bodies. Sometimes 
you watch the docum entaries while running on the treadmill, the 
sound muted. The rippling of fur and muscle is enough. You 
know the motion of the bones beneath the flesh, have practiced 
the gait of the lion, m astered the heaving of a C anada goose’s 
wings, the movement of the jo in t where the long bones meet the 
plump body. Next you will move on to insects. You are particularly 
intrigued by the lightness of a butterfly against the lip of a flower, 
the jo in ting of the praying mantis. You wake startled and falling 
from where you fell asleep on the couch. Your body jerks up out 
of the black space it dropped into.
In the morning while hauling yourself into your tweedy brown skirt, 
you realize yourself enameled. A hard coat spread across your body. 
It becomes clear that even if you let someone run his fingertips up the 
arch of your bare spine, he would be an experiment. When you smile, 
you find your teeth sharp and pointed, caught with weeds, like a woman 
living blue-green and dangerous in the depths of the sea. Lips parted 
slightly, beginning to move slow and heavy, you search out a top in a 
color near gray but shot with the blue anger of a shark or a storm- 
pregnant sky or the cloak of a heron. Outside, the day is a clean, white 
bone, the chipped jaw of a deer picked up from a held. The wind blows 
and your body sharpens on it, turns to an awl. Autumn shifts in front 
of your eyes while cloaks of starlings ripple across the clouds, and leaves 
sift and scatter down the gutters. Morning light is scrubbed clean and 
unforgiving, picking out every detail. It lays clear the palm of your 
hand, the mass of fine lines and creases etched there.
There are small fishes swimming in caves so deep under the earth that 
their eyes devolve into scars. The embryonic fish begin to develop 
eyesight in the dark. The neurons and lenses begin to grow; there is the 
potential for sight, but then, they stop, degenerate, turn to pale, fleshy 
scabs. This sounds like a nightmare to you: transparent fingers groping 
in a black as pure as light. A scientist transplanted a sighted fish’s lens 
into the scab of a blind fish. Within two months, it sprouted eyes. 
Whether it saw or not was uncertain, but this story gives you hope.
There was a time when you searched out the axes of walls, placed 
yourself in corners near doorways, liked to live in the drift of other
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people s conversation. You needed that refuge, the security of being 
huddled against the solid meeting of two walls. But the TV murmur, 
the buzzy fluorescent light, the simmer of half-heard conversations 
weren’t enough. You went out to the trees that lined the parking lot and 
stood there, gathered that particular language, white pines given speech 
against wind. You’ve missed the whispers and the slick, warm shine of 
the needles underfoot. The palm of your hand against the tree trunk.
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H a i n e s  Ea s o n
Free Union
They achieve small things, and in league.
Their picket crimes envelop his, he fashions 
from the lot light’s edge. To the up-sloping west is a town small 
as this, to the numid east is one slightly larger. Cut off 
from full ripeness of sin, his admission to these nether plots
and farms costs no more than a tank of gas, not less than 
a bent machine of day-old papers. Without changing position
the sky lifts its body from stars, rolls sullen under branches’ 
seared buds. Without sleep, he posits waves of blame on sleepers 
locked away from whichever route he dares to drive.
W ish I  was sailing where they believe
much in individual license. W ish them, resting deeply, 
do awake to untouched snow. Let warped doors go unlocked
beside unloaded rifles, let them open garage, post, market 
to none but themselves— realize the vagrant snow takes down their bough, 
know that sickle slights their leaves. Sometimes their news 
records this change, and sometimes lets it be. The mush they feed
to dogs belongs to dogs, and Sunday they gather me to churching—  
take me through that homely aoor, set me before the table 
fa iry , feed  me fu l l  and unto death.
Much he reveres his conceptions,
their largess divined from misread maps 
scuttled under floorboard cans. He makes spaces wide despite 
narrowness in hills and rivers. He makes spaces narrow 
despite silence’s wide insistence, in town. Does he take
a girl to heart, does he take to arms a boy? I guess 
I prefer to slice the meanest fruit from worldly loins, a divine
act it is, in the backlot’s bedroom. Locker or ladies’ room. 
Often I fear he’ll draw his sad knife across my course, we’ll meet, 
waiting for him. In villages between villages, asleep.
Over here, over here that starry crown
witnesses the mysteries o f  hounding towns.
Do the neighbors go to church? Or do th y  meet to discuss
a fllan  fo r  righting odd doings in fields between redress 
o f  plow? I f  nakedness in autumn builds a home fo r  this sinner 
fa r  away, in a lingering between the choice, I  can never 
forget him who was sweet on me. Alone until departure from  those hills 
I  w ill seek him in this clay. Though I  know tomorrow w e l l  
see morning o f  two faces, o f  one body fa r  away.
I  take him with me, over there, over where that starry crown.
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A  plague o f  riches
A pain, robin’s egg blue, was rediscovered
in the trellis. The child is neither shamed
nor will he step through the laundry. Through all 
the rest snoops regular blue, summery,
salty from running. Slaughter by pollard
learns the yard to stand on its toes. And life 
laughs at the family chasing a garage
around the doghouse, coaxing chickens down
from the attic. Not that there’s want for more
than eggs or other limousine needs. Both 
faithful to and unsure of its beauty,
the wood-block print— sparrows over archers—
cheapens grandfather’s name. “Lord have mercy 
this joy is sticky, bloodied yellow. Lord,
have you seen what that boy has done?” Empty 
will be a name for it, but today the nest
is still half full. Day begins to quiver
from its curried wound, and the dinner party 
is an exercise in echo within
the young m an’s chest. Caged within his game,
the house longingly fills— fresh with strangers 
who, in their excusal of the artwork’s
addled lines, are sizing up the silver.
Shell fragments accumulate in the guests’
hair. Evening is an allaround success
as the guests have promised to return the
grand favor. The vines, since grown to cover,
put their few words in now-shut mouths of birds.
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Ju s t i n  Q u a r r y
What Happens to Dead Babies
This was back when guys with perms were cool and real men carried hula 
hoops.
Rodney came storming down the hall that morning, his curls tighter than 
I’d ever seen them. He stunk of chemicals. Sort of that same stink as 
when he’d set a hunk of sulfur on fire in chemistry instead of heating a tiny 
piece— the whole high school had to evacuate. He stopped now in a cloud 
of that stink— I forget what it was called, but it made your lungs bleed— at 
his locker. Something swayed to a stop at the bottom of the Super Hoop 
hanging on his shoulder, a ring of PVC pipe he’d spray-painted brown. The 
hall was empty, dead quiet because the tardy bell had rung. I waited for him 
to look at me or something, to hike his crotch on my pregnant stomach like 
he usually did, but he didn’t. We met outside the cafeteria every day before 
homeroom, which was Home Ec, and anytime he’d just done his hair, which 
was once a month, he liked to have it touched first thing. Something wasn’t 
right, though— the stink, the attitude, his forehead a flaky red— so I only 
stuck in two fingers.
Overcooked. Deep-fried. Crispy.
In all his days of home-perming, it was bound to happen. The hair on 
Rodney’s head felt as coarse and brittle as the hair in his pants.
“Quit!” he barked, jerking his head. My hand went with it, jam m ed in 
his curls. He jerked again, freeing my fingers. Bouquets of hair lodged 
between my knuckles. His eyes watered up. He patted his head as if he 
were herding his woolly hair back together. “Thanks a lot,” he said. “A 
bunch of it already come off on my pillow.” He stared at himself in the 
magnetic mirror inside his locker. “I ’ll be lucky if I have any of it left by 
second period.”
Typically Rodney liked to have a fresh perm  stroked by all the girls that 
followed his gang of hula-hooping guys, not just me, though I was the only
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one his spunk had set up shop in. So there would be all of them, 
those girls, fondling his hair without asking, just as I had. But even 
worse, there would be the rival gang of hooping guys. I figured like 
Rodney: one way or the other, his perm was a goner as soon as he 
made it to Home Ec.
Paul Poyner stumbled toward us with a duffel bag. The first time I 
ever saw Paul I thought he had Down’s, but it turned out he just looked 
like it. He was always the first to class and had his iron hissing and 
spitting while everybody else was still looking for starch. I wondered 
what he was doing late, like us. “Hey, Rod— ” he started to yell as he 
passed.
“Shut up, tater twat!”
Paul slipped through the bathroom door in defeat. From the 
cafeteria came the sound of trays being stacked. A lunchlady carried 
gallon jugs of hot sauce from the supply closet. Sometimes Rodney 
and I would skip class and meet inside that closet and whisper things 
that felt wet on my face: “Right there,” “Now,” “Hold on.” My back 
against a metal rack or a box of hairnets. I wore a hairnet for him 
once. And once, Rodney brought a string of white beads, like gigantic 
pearls, he’d found in his brother’s drawer— I took them home and ran 
them through the dishwasher before I let him put them inside me. 
Twice he’d forgotten condoms and so we used generic saran wrap we 
found in the closet. The second time, the saran wrap tore.
Now, Rodney’s crotch was nowhere near my stomach. “Stupid, 
what happened? Leave it on too long?”
“I put the rollers in and the neutralizer on and went to do my 
french,” he said. “I fell asleep. I didn’t hear the egg timer.” He rolled 
up his sleeve and showed me a scaly patch of skin where his head had 
lain.
“Rodney, put down your hoop,” I said. “Eve got good news.”
“There’s nothing you can say to me that the Super Hoop can’t 
hear.”
Even then, even before everything else that happened, I wanted him 
to take it off, maybe out of some sort of respect— though I had never 
been one for respect myself. In the moment it just seemed like the
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thing to do, even if it hadn’t every time I had imagined telling Rodney. 
Like slowing your car down to say sorry when you mow over someone’s 
collie. “The thing inside me. It’s dead. I went to the doctor yesterday, 
and he said it‘s dead. I get it out after school.”
“Yes!” he said. “Yes!” Shutting his eyes, clenching air. “I can quit 
Big Save!” I had decided to give the thing up even before the stick 
turned full color. Still, Rodney’s mother forced him to start working 
at his uncle’s market. Old enough to have a baby, old enough to mist 
lettuce and stack beans, she thought. But now Rodney had an excuse 
to retire his squirt bottle. He hooted and twirled. He positioned the 
Super Hoop around his waist and set the fat ring in motion. It wobbled 
around the pumping axis of his body until it gained momentum, then 
settled in a steady orbit. Circled in a roaring whoosh. Whatever he’d 
put inside it pounded. I backed up. It clanged against a locker at full 
speed, broke, a padlock, and slung down to Rodney’s combat boots. He 
hiked against me and began to slide down the curve of my stomach, to 
lean down, to give me a kiss. But then the funniest thing: I turned my 
head and shoved him back.
He looked at me as if I had just pledged allegiance to the other gang. 
As if the bandana on my wrist had switched from turd brown to turd 
green. “Aren’t you happy?” he asked me.
O ur fortune had reversed itself miraculously. I had realized this the 
night before, and decided that was the line I would use when I told 
Rodney.
“Now it’ll be like the whole thing never happened,” he said. He 
brushed his fingers from my shoulder all the way to my wrist. “I ’ve got 
it,” he said. He untied the brown bandana. “I’ll wear this.”
“O f course I ’m happy,” I said.
“Quit being weird then.” In the mirror, he watched himself drape 
the bandana over his head, knot the corners in the back. A knot small 
and hard, like a tiny fist.
O f course I was happy. But maybe a person could be sad, just a 
little, even if it was only one of her kidneys that died. Her gall bladder. 
Her appendix. Any of the parts Mrs. Schnaut had explained a body 
could do without in Biology. I followed Rodney down the hall, Super
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Hoop rattling back alive, and instead tried to think of it as a kidney 
stone, or a blockage. A tumor. Something I needed to get rid of to 
survive. I tried to tell myself it was just a tumor with eyes.
The day before, I had asked the doctor what happened to dead ones.
M adame Mercer, my French teacher, tore out of the examination 
room to the lobby, bawling, my mother on her heels. Everyone at 
school knew Madame Mercer was dried up. She had pictures of her 
cockapoos scattered all across her classroom. Doggy sailors and doggy 
superheroes. Doggy firefighters. Doggy babies. She and my mother 
had worked out the adoption in a parent-teacher conference.
The doctor wiped the jelly off my stomach and threw the paper
towel in a trash bin. I couldn’t bring myself to ask if it still had a tail
and gills, or if it looked more like what it was supposed to by then, its
eighteenth week. I couldn’t remember what Mrs. Schnaut had taught
us. I remembered what she said about hearts, though. That as a fetus
forms, its heart resembles the hearts of other animals. First it was a
tube, like a fish s, then it divided into two chambers, like a frog’s, then
three like a snake’s or turtle’s. I figured that’s what its heart was by
then a snake s or a turtle s. Too soon for four chambers. Too soon 
to be human.
II you should want to make some sort of arrangements— if your 
mother or Phyllis would like to have a service— ”
I shook my head. “But where will it go?” As if the thing had won 
some mystery vacation. “W hat happens?” I struggled to rephrase it. 
“To dead ones?”
It s clinical waste, he said, coffee breath suddenly reminding me 
of my father, though I had not seen my father in years. “Flushed or 
incinerated. Like any other tissue.” When my mother came back 
he told her that because it wasn’t a risk to my body, or my wellbeing, 
clearly, he d take it out tomorrow. That way he could prescribe pills 
and a cream that would make my body dilate on its own.
The next morning, the morning I told Rodney, M adame Mercer 
called to tell my mother she was making a memorial garden. Daylilies 
and coneflowers, irises and hosta. Things that come back every year.
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She had broken ground in her backyard as soon as she had gotten 
home from the appointment. I imagined her in the denim jum per 
she’d worn that day, with a shovel and a hoe. Taking it out on the dirt. 
I wondered where she had gotten the money for a garden. Then I 
wondered where she had gotten the money to pay the doctor. She only 
taught part-time, Mr. Mercer was a graduate student, and together 
they waited tables at The Grille. One semester she sold bonus points 
on vocabulary quizzes to buy a microwave. It was for the classroom, 
she said, to heat French food for holiday parties, but we never saw it 
again after Armistice Day.
Not that my mother and I were any better off. She was a receptionist 
for a chiropractor, and most nights she sold Sears portrait packages by 
phone. Still, she offered to take me to a spa in the mall before the 
procedure. She thought I needed a distraction. I begged her to let 
me go to school instead. To pretend everything was normal. Because, 
like Rodney, I had thought now everything would be normal. There 
wouldn’t be some thing in the world with my lips, my bones, my eyes. 
It would never search for the thing it came from. The thing it once 
lived in. The thing it looked like. I wouldn’t have to dread the day it 
found me.
In Home Ec that day, Rodney finished his needlepoint project. 
H O M E IS W HERE TH E FART IS in big brown letters. The pattern 
called for smoke drifting from a chimney. Rodney stitched fart fumes 
wafting out the door. By the time I got to class, he already had the frame 
in his lap, needle diving at a shutter. Everyone in his gang was fixed 
on a canvas, concentrating so hard I thought I saw tears in their eyes. 
A legion of brown hoops stood against the wall beside our table. On 
the opposite side of the room green hoops lined up along the storage 
cabinets. The Circle Jerks, the other gang, crowded around their own 
table. No one picked at Rodney’s hair, and the guys on our side, eight 
of them, wore their girls’ bandanas on their heads, like Rodney.
I stopped beside him. He wouldn’t look at me. My stomach was no 
more than a traditional hoop’s width from his cheek, and he wouldn’t 
even look at it. I dropped my backpack, swollen with textbooks. Then 
everyone at our table looked up. I wondered if after my hump was
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gone they’d still see it, if Rodney had told them and now all they saw 
was a mound of dirt over a fresh grave.
“W hat?” Rodney said. Just then, Mitchell, second in command, 
slammed his frame on the table, and the Circle Jerks started cackling.
For weeks we’d had a substitute who kept her beehived head in 
books with covers of longhaired men, women whose clothes were 
falling off. Over the faint odor of Rodney I smelled a quiche in the 
works. Someone had convinced her to bake, though the week before 
we had been banned from the stoves when Mitchell had stolen a Circle 
Jerk’s hoop, crammed it in an oven, and set the temperature on 450.
Rodney stared at me cold and said, “Stephanie gave her implants to 
Barrett.” Barrett and Stephanie were to the Circle Jerks what Rodney 
and I were to our gang: head honcho and favorite girl. Instead of a 
used car, Stephanie had gotten new breasts for her sixteenth birthday, 
but when one sprung a leak she was forced to have them yanked out. 
It was her first day back, and when I turned around I saw the blonde 
tuft of her bangs, vibrating as she giggled.
Shit, I said. Because that’s the way it was between us and them. 
Always trying to outhoop, outperm, outdo one another. We all used 
to be friends, one group, one gang, hooping and perming and doing 
together, but then one day Rodney brought a monster hoop to school 
and started a war. The Super Hoop he called it. He hooped longer 
and harder than anybody with that thing, and then Barrett cried 
foul. Jealous. Said the Super Hoop was against regulation. Said that 
because it wasn’t a standard size, Rodney wasn’t hooping with that 
thing but doing something else. Didn’t matter. Guys starting showing 
up with all sorts of creations: a stack of four hoops fused together; a 
strip of long leather fringe glued around a hoop’s circumference; a 
hoop of braided craft wire. O ther guys gave those guys nasty looks 
and stuck with the hoops they bought at the store. Some went with 
Rodney. Others went with Barrett. All our other differences stemmed 
from that one.
Homt Ec became our battleground. Unmvolved classmates sat 
wanly between our two tables. An occasional brave head would lift 
to roll its eyes. Then there was Paul Poyner, desperate to belong to
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one gang or the other. Throw ing himself into the line of fire. We 
were constantly asking Mrs. M cW arren which group had the lightest 
muffins, the straightest stitches, the sharpest creases. Whose afghan did 
she pick? She had learned to stop answering when cucumbers were 
thrown through her windows one night after an especially competitive 
pickling lesson.
I went to get my own needlepoint from my cubby. I had to see 
Stephanie’s breasts for myself. T here they were, two clear lumps, 
jellyfish washed ashore. O ne wore a piece of tape where the hole must 
have been. Barrett batted them  across the table like a cat with dead 
birds. T he Jerks cheered, begged him to pass a tit to them.
No way our gang could top that.
I walked back with my needlepoint, pretending I hadn’t seen a thing. 
T hen  Stephanie whined, “H annah Hoopless, H annah  Hoopless.” I 
hadn’t been able to hoop since my second m onth.
“Spider cunt,” I said, forsaking the times we’d ridden bikes, pressed 
together our bloody fingers to become sisters, m ade magic potions 
from our m others’ spice racks. “Pull over,” I said, “you’ve got two 
flats.” T he chest of her spandex shirt sagged where it had once been 
full.
Barrett cupped her breasts— the implants— like he was trying to 
determ ine which one was heavier. His fingernails were green. T h at was 
another difference between us: the Circle Jerks painted their fingernails 
and pierced everything their parents would allow or couldn’t see. “I 
love these,” he told Stephanie. “I don’t see Rodney with any.”
Stephanie kept adjusting her shirt self-consciously. “I may not have 
my boobs anym ore,” she said, “but at least I don’t have a baby.” 
Barrett said, “I heard sometimes, if they get really hungry, they start 
m unching on your organs.”
The Circle Jerks’ earrings dangled as they laughed. O ne guy picked 
at his nipple ring through his T-shirt.
“H ar har,” I said, “it’s dead. It won’t be m unching on anything.” 
T heir expressions wilted, mouths cracking open, spilling quiet. 
T hen  Stephanie barely whispered, “Gross.”
As soon as I said it, I didn’t know why I had. Except to prove them wrong
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at anything I could. To prove myself right or better at somethings the same 
reason each of us did everything.
In a panic, I moved toward our side of tire room, passing Rodney and 
Stephanie who flew back in her screeching chair when my hump neared her 
head. Barrett grabbed my arm. Then he paused. He sniffed my hand. The 
hand I had stuck in Rodney’s hair.
“What’s that smell?” He grinned.
“Dead baby?” someone down the table said.
Then two things happened at once: Rodney rushed over, fist raised, at the 
sight of Barrett touching me; and Paul Poyner came to class. His fingernails 
were neon green, and he sported a gold stud in each ear. He was wearing a 
dress. A green dress, white polka dots, shoulder pads. That day he was trying 
to be one of them, but other days he tried to be one of us. We didn’t want him, 
and neither did they, but he couldn’t understand it wasn’t a matter of trying. 
Take the dress he thought if he took their painted nails and pierced ears a step 
further, he’d be a pioneer or something.
“Guys, I’ve got the perfect project for our creative sewing unit!” he shouted. 
Both his parents were dea£ and sometimes it seemed he had forgotten the rest 
of the world could still hear. Occasionally he signed when he talked out of 
habit. He worked two jobs, one mopping the halls after school, to help support 
his family
He showed the Circle Jerks a tube of green velvet. ‘ A hula hoop cover!” He 
tugged a zipper running the length of it. ‘And see— ”
“Faggot!” one Jerk yelled, standing.
“Retard!” said another.
“Hey!” said the substitute. “What’s going on back there?” She put down 
her book.
But by then all the Circle Jerks were on their feet, chasing Paul out the door. 
Only Barrett hung behind, sniffing around Rodney’s head, Rodney shoving 
him back. Bad perm, Barrett said. “Bad, bad perm.” And his hands, empty 
of breasts, pinched the air like a crab’s.
By lunch, Rodney was bald.
In solidarity, one by one, our guys left the cafeteria, went to the 
bathroom  with a pair of dull scissors, and came back shorn. Bits of
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curl stuck to their sweaty faces like eyelashes.
All morning I had slumped in graffitied desks, worried. Was it then, 
I wondered, that Rodney was getting it— as triangles and ellipses were 
drawn on the blackboard? Was it as I filled out a worksheet on how the 
settlers ate their pets and gnawed on their belts for nourishment? O r 
was it just as I noticed the chimp fetus staring at me? I was in Career 
Orientations then, in Mrs. Schnaut’s Biology room, cabinets full of 
almost every kind of fetus I could imagine. Those murky eyes on me, 
I wondered when—when had the thing inside me died?
“I was on the pot and bunch of them come under the stall,’’ Rodney 
explained, his expression hard as— what’s the hardest element known 
to man? Rodney would have said his dick. I sat down in a plastic chair 
across from a mural. Near our table were five enormous trashcans, 
two buckets for undrunk milk, a conveyor belt that towed dirty trays 
back to the kitchen. “There were so many Jerks in the stall I couldn’t 
even stand,” he said. “W hat could I do?” He looked at me as if I had 
the answer. O r something else he wanted.
“Where was your guard?” I asked. Typically, whenever there was a bad 
perm, the one with the bad perm took another guy with him wherever he 
went.
“I couldn’t get a hall pass,” Mitchell said.
Rodney kept talking, but I became fixed on the mural, the one Advanced 
had painted of Ulysses S. Grant and Robert E. Lee shaking hands in front 
of an old courthouse. When it was finished, the teacher realized Lee’s 
crotch was significandy bigger than Grant’s, so she made the whole class 
come back to add to Grant. Then Grant’s was bigger, so the class had to 
paint more crotch on Lee. Now they looked like they had boners to give 
each other as peace offerings. Even if Rodney’s click wasn’t the hardest 
thing, it was still pretty hard, and so was everything else I had been willing 
to let him use on me. Lor example those beads. Lor example a spoon. I 
imagined Rodney poking a hole in something, tearing a cord loose. Had I 
hoped something would kill it?
“They couldn’t all crawl out at once,” Mitchell piped in, his head 
shooting up from his beef bites. “Why didn’t you take a dump on one?”
“T hat’s how I ruined my jacket.”
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“Jacket?” I said. “The jacket I got you?” To buy it, my mother 
had let me pose as her on the phone, selling portrait packages. It was 
brown nylon with black stripes circling the cuffs and collar.
“I can wash that jacket,” Rodney said, playing with my finger, like 
he usually did. Then his other hand wadded into a fist and pounded 
the table. “W hat I can’t just wash is the Super H oop.”
I look under our table to see what they had done to it. Everyone’s 
hoop was slung over its owner’s lap. Except for the Super Hoop. 
Rodney’s lap was empty.
“T he Super H oop,” he said, staring at me, “it’s been 
kidnapped.”
The tap and slide of silverware across the cafeteria sounded like 
M orse code. Together all the conversations m ade static.
“They got Stephanie’s boobs. They got my hair. And now 
they have the Super Hoop. We have to get them. We got to get it 
back.”
M itchell said, “M aybe if you weren’t so worried about hanging on 
to your hair you could have hung on to your hoop.”
This seemed to resonate with Rodney, whose eyes widened. 
W hose nostrils flared. “Forget perms. Perms are for fags.” He 
patted his knuckles against his lower lip. “From now on it’s all about 
the hoop.”
They all agreed with a little m oan or toot. Solidarity.
Paul Poyner walked up to the table slowly, and paused. Testing the 
water. Back in his clothes, dried blood crusted his ears where studs 
had been yanked out. In front of Rodney, Paul set a tray piled high 
with hair, big white beads rolling around inside the com partm ents like 
in a pinball machine. T he white beads Rodney slid inside me. “This 
is from B arrett,” Paul announced. I wondered how m any people 
knew what I had let Rodney do, how m any of them  were doing the 
same thing to me by looking at the beads and remembering.
Someone told Paul to fuck off.
“D on’t kill the mess— ”
Rodney punched the table. My tray flopped up. Paul was gone 
before I realized it.
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“W hat are those?” one guy’s girl asked.
Rodney clenched a wad of curls from the entree compartment. 
“I t’s. My. H air.”
“No shit,” said M itchell. “But those balls.”
Rodney swallowed long and hard. “Noisemakers. The Super 
H oop’s.”
I waited for him to glance at me. To acknowledge where the 
beads had been before they’d been inside the Hoop. But he only 
sat there, head bowed over the tray, probably im agining the Super 
Hoop tortured, in various states of dism em berm ent.
“Sorry,” someone finally said, all awkward, shy, like it was her 
first time saying a word in another language, in another country. 
Everyone m oaned or tooted again in agreem ent. And suddenly I 
realized what they were sorry about. They gazed not at the Super 
H oop’s entrails— but at me. The same way those fetus jars looked 
at me. The way I looked back at it. T h a t’s what I was, I saw 
now— a container for a dead thing.
“T h a t’s it,” Rodney said.
“W hat?” M itchell said. “W hat is it?”
“They got boobs. We got a baby.”
I ran to the bathroom, sick. The beef nips I had eaten, or what 
Rodney said, tore my stomach up. But I couldn’t manage to puke. I 
just knelt over the toilet making puny noises.
By the time I came back to the table, lunch was over. The cafeteria 
was empty. The conveyor belt had come to a halt, and a bucket had 
spilled its milk. Someone had put up my tray. I grabbed my backpack, 
like strapping on a boulder, and headed to French. But passing the 
supply closet, the door swung open, and an arm  hooked me in.
We left the light off. He raised up and slid down my stomach. 
He kissed me. I licked his ear, rubbed my cheek up his face. But 
my heart wasn’t in it. I felt his hands on my hips. I felt my jeans 
slither down. I felt nauseated again. I braced myself against a 
stack of milk crates. I found a can of salt to hold. I w ondered if 
this was what it was like to live inside a body. Dark. Crowded. 
O rgans pushing and throbbing. How could anything survive?
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Rodney slurped. S o m e t h i n g  cold touched my thigh. Som ething 
stiff. T he salt dropped, hissing out. My leg jerked  up to block 
R odney’s hand. 1 shim m ied my jeans up, stretching the elastic 
control top over my stomach. I don t w ant to, I m um bled. It s 
dead .''
He tossed whatever he had in his hand , and I heard  silverware
clink. His breath  circulated the closet in soggy currents. “W e’re
gonna get them  so good.
“W hat do you m ean?” T hough I knew exactly w hat he m eant.
I p ictured it chucked back and lorth across a table.
“They got S tephanie’s boobs out of her,” he said, the words 
oozing past my face, “we’ll get your baby out of you.
Baby. H e’d never called it that. Until now. Now that he wanted
it.
I was silent. I probably wasn’t even breathing.
“I m ean what would you do with it if you didn t give it to us? 
H uh?”
“It gets flushed,” I finally admitted. “O r burned .”
“See,” he said, “w hat’s so great about that?”
“I don’t even know if I can get it,” I said, hoping there was a law 
saying I couldn’t. Because even then I felt like I couldn’t say no to 
Rodney. After he had chosen me. To be with me, of ail those girls. 
Every time he kissed me, every time he grabbed my hand or gave me 
a certain look, I felt as if I were being chosen all over again.
“T hat baby’s yours. Yours and mine, I m ean.”
I pictured it coiling down a giant toilet. Igniting in an industrial 
oven. I realized there were a lot worse places for it to be than 
cram ped in my womb.
M adam e M ercer was in French.
I had assumed she’d be at home, hoeing and digging hard  as she 
could, furiously planting. Still bawling. But there she was, perched 
behind her desk, as usual—surrounded by pictures of her cockapoos. 
She smiled at me like nothing, like everything was norm al, but her 
eyes stayed turned down in fat little frowns. I rushed to my desk
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feeling like I ’d robbed her, and she was just thankful I’d let her live.
Soon, Barrett swaggered in. We had all signed up for French 
before we split, and now we had to complete the second year of our 
foreign language requirement. Rodney had to sit in the front with 
Barrett, where M adame M ercer could keep an eye on them. Once, 
Barrett had grabbed Rodney’s miniature French flag and ate it. 
Once, when were playing French Bingo and Barrett called “Gagne!” 
Rodney snatched B arrett’s card and ram m ed it into the VCR.
Now Rodney sat in his desk sidesaddle, taunting Barrett with 
a stare. Smirking. Barrett moved S tephanie’s breasts around his 
chest under his green turtleneck. “Look at my titties, look at my 
titties,” he said to Rodney, sliding the breasts up and down to the 
beat of his words, “don’t you wish you had titties like m e?”
“T hey’re not even real,” said Rodney.
“Taisez-vous, s’il vous plait!” M adam e M ercer called in a French 
accent that failed to mask a Southern drawl.
“Nice p erm ,” the breasts shook at Rodney. “Looks like Barrett 
missed a spot.”
“Perms are for pussies,” a guy next to me said.
M oans and toots.
“U n peu de silence, s’il vous p lait.” M adam e M ercer gazed at 
me, and me alone, as if what I had inside me was the only thing in 
class. “Today let us finish reading about our families en Frangaise. 
W ho would like to read to us about his or her family first?”
T hat week we’d had to write one-page compositions about our 
families, or if we d idn’t have a family, what kind of family would 
we like, or if we d idn’t want a family, what would be so hot about 
being alone. O ne girl talked mostly about her father, stopping 
in the middle to ask M adam e M ercer how you would say “Lou 
G ehrig’s disease” en Frangaise so she could explain why he hung 
out in bed all day. Later, a Circle Jerk  bragged that his parents 
were the only ones of all his friends’ who w eren’t divorced and 
that neither of them  had even had an affair.
Toward the end of class M adam e M ercer didn’t have to glance 
at the roster to know that I was the only student who hadn’t
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presented. T he whole period, while everyone went on about their 
families, she had seemed to stare at me like there it was, inside me.
H er family, floating facedown.
Rodney’s guys cleared their hoops out of the aisle for me. As I passed 
Stephanie she mouthed, “H annah Hoopless.” Something sharp swam 
in my stomach. I didn’t dare peek above my paper. I read about my 
mother. In one line I had cued myself to point to a cockapoo because 
last year, at Parents’ Night, my mom had sold a portrait package on the
spot to M adame Mercer.
But before I gestured, a muffled baby’s cry came from across the room. 
Then another. Then nearly half the class was making the noises. Barrett’s 
half.
“Mais vous allez vous taire, oui!” Madame Mercer yelled. And then the 
Circle Jerks gasped and clutched their throats, keeled over. Scrunching 
up in fetal positions. It was then that their imitations registered with 
Madame Mercer.
“You bastard!” Rodney shouted, shoving his hand down Barrett’s 
collar. Barrett bit his forearm. Rodney screamed but kept grabbing, and 
soon there was a muffled pop. Silicone began to seep through Barrett s 
turtleneck.
Stephanie cried, “My breasts! Give me my breasts!
Barrett slugged Rodney in the chest, Rodney clutching for the other 
one. Standing there, feeling as though I was the one who had created this 
scene in front of Madame Mercer, I imagined the burst breast, slumped to 
Barrett’s stomach, was something else. That it was something Barrett took 
out of Rodney’s shirt. Something Barrett stole from Rodney’s arms.
Both gangs rose to attention. Hoops mounted, they thrust their hips 
with brutal force, filling the room with dizzying motion. A rattling hum 
that surged to a piercing whir.
“S’il vous plait,” M adam e M ercer begged, weakly. Then, even 
weaker, “Please.” She wiped at her face in a hopeless attempt to 
prevent tears from falling. Then she looked at me. At me.
There wasn’t enough space for fifteen hoops to spin freely. In no 
time hoops crashed into walls, desks, a cabinet, each other. People 
huddled in corners for safety.
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I backed up against the dry7 erase board. The sharpness in my 
stomach seemed to strike at my insides. My kidneys, my lungs. My 
heart. The last hoop to swirl to a stop belonged to a Circle Jerk, Barrett 
declaring victory. And yet Stephanie was still yelling about her breasts. 
And suddenly— Madame M ercer’s eyes on me— I found myself yelling, 
too. To this day I can’t remember if it was en Frangaise or in English. 
But I told them all how stupid they were. All of them. Stupide. Look 
at them, their stupid hoops, their stupid perms. Their stupid gapped 
up hair. Stephanie’s stupid breasts. Her implants. Stupid Rodney, 
gawking at me. There was no way I was going to let that happen. Not 
to anything of mine. Not to my baby
Then Barrett took one of those beads from his pocket and tried to 
shove it in Rodney’s gaping mouth.
I left before the fight broke out, before M adame Mercer, as I 
later heard, crawled under her desk. I stormed out the door toward 
somewhere. But before I got to wherever I didn’t know I was going, my 
panties filled with what felt like a fist.
I told everyone I flushed it. The truth I saved for myself.
My appointment had been scheduled for right after school. The 
doctor assured my mother I would be fine. She started bawling even 
harder than Madame Mercer had the afternoon before, even though 
I, her child, was sure to live. He smacked his lips, released a long and 
sympathetic sigh. Coffee fumes swallowed my head. I thought of 
my father. His mouth. The way he kissed me on the lips when he 
delivered me to kindergarten. My mother sat in the waiting room 
while he tugged and scraped. If there was anything left, he had told 
us, maybe he could test it to see what had gone wrong.
But I was empty.
I stopped in my tracks at the end of the science hall, near the gym, 
as soon as I felt the fist slip into my panties. Petrified, I waddled to a 
janitor’s closet beside a glass case of dingy basketball nets and dull 
trophies. The little room reeked of burnt dust and sour dishwater. I 
leaned against a cinderblock wall and eased my way down, sliding so 
that my lower back hit the floor. Then the bell for sixth period rung.
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I panicked and held my breath as if someone might hear it over the 
shouting and shuffling. Finally, with one last slam of a door, the noise 
was gone. There in the dark, with only a crack of the world shining 
through, it was easier to pretend this wasn t happening.
I allowed myself to wonder if we could stay entombed in that closet 
forever. Hidden from Rodney and the Circle Jerks. Hidden from 
M adame Mercer. The way I had assumed it would stay hidden in me if 
I only let it. Then came the bell, the rush, for seventh period. I pushed 
up onto my knees. I reached inside my pants. I slowly maneuvered the 
baby, slipped it past the elastic waistpanel. I lifted it in the air, as far from 
me as I could get it. The cord tugged something inside me, gentle as a 
balloon string, before my arms were even halfway extended. It was so 
much lighter than I expected. Light as a can of beans. Almost as light 
as a needlepoint frame. Slick as it was, I clung to it with the tips of my 
fingers, held it tight, probably too tight. The back of my hand bumped 
into a mop, or broom, and a wooden handle slapped the floor. 1 forgot 
my fears for myself, if only for a second, and yanked the baby to my 
chest, afraid that something might fall on it. It stuck a little to my shirt. 
I peeled it off.
I waited for school to be over. I waited for everything to magically, 
instantly, at the sound of a bell, be over. I knew I couldn’t go back 
to Rodney. And anyway, I didn’t want to. He and his gang were just 
something to belong to because I was too scared of not belonging to 
anyone, but even knowing this I sat in the closet terrified to belong to 
myself. And the baby, my baby, in my arms, dead— even then I couldn’t 
stand to belong to it. I imagined it some alien-looking creature, curled 
up and frozen. Who was I if I couldn’t even turn on the light and look 
at it?
The end of the school day came, and the building emptied. I didn’t 
know what to do. It was as if an asteroid had hit, and there I was, safe 
and sound. The only living thing left on the planet.
Then a single set of footsteps broke the quiet and stopped outside. 
The door burst open and caught on my ankle. I yelped. I hunched 
over the baby and angled my chest in the other direction. “W hat do you 
want?” I said to Paul Poyner, way nicer than I intended.
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‘"I just— it’s my day to m op,” he said. “Is th a t . ..?”
“W hat does it look like, stupid?” I muttered. I slowly peeled it off 
my shirt, crusted and brittle. It was barely longer than my hand, 
barely any wider. Its skin was downy. Bright pink. And transparent. 
I could see her maze o f veins and capillaries, her scrawny arm s and 
legs scrunched against her chest as if to hide where those lines were 
leading.
Her. It was a girl.
“I bet the nurse is still here,” Paul m um bled nervously.
I shushed him.
“I ’ll get Rodney!”
“D on’t get anyone,” I said. “I don’t want anyone else to know.”
He hesitated, then entered the closet. H e shut the door. He sloshed 
am m onia in a wheeled bucket and turned on a roaring faucet. H e 
faced the wall and seemed willing to forget. He had switched on the 
light and now a bare bulb suspended by a cord swayed above us.
T h e  um bilical cord sagged against my forearm . I looked at eyes 
th a t w ould never open. A face that b righ tened  an d  shadow ed as 
the light swung. “H elp  m e,” I said. “P lease.”
T h e  faucet squaw ked off. “W h at?”
“I need som ething to cut th is.” I squ irm ed. I began  to panic 
again. “I need to cut it off!”
H e found a p a ir o f shears in a cabinet. I clenched  the baby 
w ith one arm , using the shears w ith the other. I p laced  h er on 
the ground. I tucked my end o f the cord in to  my pants. D azed, I 
stared  at the shelves. Bleach, broom s, W index, C om et, d irty  rags, 
clean rags, a broken television, kitty litter to cover vom it.
“D o n ’t cry,” Paul said, passing m e a brow n p ap e r towel. I 
d ipped  my hands in the bucket and  d ried  them . I g rabbed  a roll o f 
garbage bags and  bund led  her inside a strip o f them . T h e  bundle 
kept unraveling. “ I can ’t take her out like th a t.”
P au l’s eyes searched the closet. “Your backpack .”
H e offered to get it from  M adam e M erce r’s room . W hen  he 
cam e back, we dum ped  my books in a milk crate. H e held the 
backpack open while I tucked the bundle o f her inside. Together,
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we carefully zipped it. Paul and  I spent the next year and  a ha lf 
nodding at each o ther in halls and  avoiding each o th e r’s gazes 
across classrooms. We never spoke again after we left that closet.
I took a side exit. I thought 1 was in the clear. T hen  I crossed the 
street.
O ne o f Rodney’s guys started shouting his name, and Rodney started 
shouting mine. I acted like 1 hadn’t heard either of them, stepping up 
my pace, the pain in my gut preventing me from breaking into a run. 
I held the bottom of my bag against my back to keep it from slapping. 
Feet pounded the sidewalk behind me.
“Think you’re too good for us now?” Rodney yelled, flinging me 
around by my shoulders. T hen  his eyes snagged on the splotch on my 
jeans. He covered his mouth.
“It’s in the trash,” I said, fumbling. T hen  consideringjust how close 
to the truth that was, I said, “I flushed it.” Looking at him, I wasn’t 
sure what he’d heard, or if he’d even heard anything. T he Rodney I 
knew seemed to have slipped off his face. Standing there before me, 
if only for a second, was a boy just as scared as I was. He staggered 
backwards. He ran away.
Paul became one of Rodney’s guys for about five hours. After I 
gave birth his gang went through every garbage can in the building but 
came up empty-handed. T he next day Paul said he found it hidden 
in a box of toilet paper in a janitor’s closet. Rodney showed the baby 
off, and in no time he and Barrett got sent to the principal’s office, 
where Mrs. Schnaut identified the baby as her chimp fetus. Paul got 
creamed. But he never told my secret.
I kept it in my bedroom closet for days, unsure o f what I wanted to 
do. 1 was constantly aware of its presence. M adam e M ercer was still the 
only person in world who had ever wanted to be its mother. Afterward, 
she and I never acknowledged the baby. We hardly acknowledged each 
other. I had thought my m other would hear from her, that we would 
hear about the garden, but M adam e M ercer never called my m other 
again, and my m other never called M adam e Mercer. W hen the school 
year was over, she and her husband moved to M ontana.
But the night of the last day my m other kept me home to recover,
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I begged to borrow her Cutlass. I loaded our shovel in the trunk and 
drove to M adam e Mercer's. I waited until her porch light turned 
ofT, and then her neighbor’s. It didn’t take long to find the patch of 
perennials in her backyard, the bag of potting soil slumped over. I dug 
a hole in the freshly turned dirt. I covered my backpack and pressed the 
ground tight, and as I pressed I felt a knot tighten in stomach. 1 felt a 
trickle between my legs. Still, for a while, I stayed on my knees. A long 
time it seemed. Then something must have happened, someone in her 
house must have gotten up for some water or to check the thermostat, 
because her dogs started barking. And it was only then, when I heard 
them, that the cockapoos in her pictures seemed real to me.
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M I C H A E L  LEVAN
Toward the Tall Grass
The woman I love killed a rabbit once, 
a baby the size of her heart which is the size 
of a fist, four fingers and a thumb
some people curl into hate or, much more often, 
me knocking on her red, blistered doorframe.
But on that chilled spring night, the kind that has always
begged me to test if my December breath still existed, 
the rabbit found a crease in the tent floor, burrowed 
under the nylon home we had made, together.
It slept at her feet, dreamt of morning, a m other’s 
love regained beneath the dawn fog, all the while 
its gasps for air swelling as her leg’s weight
setded for the night, pushed down, pushed down.
Folding the tent the next morning, I found 
no beating heart, its muscles stiff and fur slick
from a small pool that had settled there, too.
I nudged the body toward the tall grass, laid some oak 
leaves over what was— I have never shared
loss well— then moved to her. I kissed her hand
uneasily. All the way back home, my fist beat
for her on the steering wheel, slow and firm, slow and firm.
for Molly
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C h r i s t o p h e r  d e W e ese
Iowa
Hold on to a tree
when the country air blackens.
O my sleeping children,
an unimportant platoon of you
waits until after nine
to place a trunk call home,
and the weather fingerprints basements.
But I am the child, children.
My thick lisp is asking me 
what mores are really important 
by solidifying when I wake, 
distant as a land line.
I’m breaking out the flares tonight. 
Finally, I’m invading the sky.
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M i c h a e l  P e t e r s o n
A  Lesser Domesday Book
"... and there was no single hide nor virgate o f land left out and not put down to record.
• 1085 o f the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
W hen the scribe bored the answer became a seam,
an account not of a held but the riddle of a farmer gone forward
to go between two shores over and over, his sheep a wolf a cabbage 
without motion on gothic land turning over, sent recto on waves
on vellum swinging over, the farmer brought his sheep at the time 
the account swung over seen by a wolf who watched the boat go
to the verso shore, the wolf beside the greens knocked over and
accounts stayed, the gothic hand held over until county by county
redeemed in full by beast or spade, the farm er his sheep across 
the wolf the cabbage, swinging their heads to seam to see the
ferry swing back, the farm er’s backward motion across the motion 
of lands transferring over eyes toward shore, below the census
turning up who’s left and what a soul might do, a holy order 
turned over in the hand, a kind of handm ade hell that rule.
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A t the Museum o f the Civil War Soldier
Now closed.
The eye become a globe.
The lid becomes the splinter by its flight and all the head rehearsing our last summer, 
ringing.
Now closed, locked down earthworks shake by my direction.
I mould and prime
I right myself toward abatis, I fidget in my uniform and justify die time of travel, 
wind and send and arc and interstate to you, 
unraveling housebound by a river.
The last evergreens shiver as if to mean the last momentary bareness of a moment 
meaning —
a tourist en route, on selfless course outside the bounds and kept year by year from union, 
I must believe
a copse will be cleaned from canopy to ground, 
all things will clear by register of round 
of my eye, bore through muzzle.
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T r e y  M o o d y
The moon out, the water running,
under your ribs.
Because I ’ve never seen a pasture 
filled with blood like bare feet.
Like dry aprons, this is not 
actuality, but
When the weather’s right, Lord, 
will I  grow from the ground like a tree?
I light a candle
still, the chant remains.
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We D idn’t Believe
Through the ceiling, where the holes were widest, 
we watched the night sky
as it passed, placid and cold.
To each other, we burned like smooth horses.
Though blankets were not enough, listening 
pleased the violence of our ears.
Fixed to the carpet, smelled the dark grass of the fields, 
bodies still warm  with weather.
T he sky a soundless face. 
W e’ve heard our mouths will taste like fire in heaven.
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C a r a  Be n s o n
The kettle was boiling above and the baskets were underfilled. Yarn. We 
wanted to knit but there was no yarn to use. To use the yarn was what we 
wanted. It became a picture in our collective consciousnesses which also 
leaked into the moments we were not paying attention. No insisting that 
this was the only thing we desired, desires being what they are ubiquitous 
and sneaky. For an instant, though. Which by day was enough but.
Relevance in numbers and sweaters. Uncle hamstring. The cross-country 
mile. The tea was had roadside while semis and cycles hurt us with their 
dusty abandonments minute minute minute. An interlocked figurine, 
infrastructure. We’re just the suit-makers.
cafe society
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Real Estate
Everybody walked in the room I mean everybody in the same room then 
walking around that room to sniff the walls as a type of appraisal of that room. 
The room. All die people in the room looked at the other people in die room to 
be looking at the people in the room and then die walls. Bowties. Nobody had 
on a bowtie. Sure, diere were glasses and the less conspicuous contact lenses. 
There was no tipping back of the head to dnp drops into eyes. All lens wearers 
were sufficiendy moist in this room. The room then, it could be said, was not 
dry The room was not damp, either. The lighting in the room was adequate. 
What die walls were doing in this room. The apple on the floor was frightening. 
And, also, avoided in conversation. It was as if every person in that room knew 
diere was diis apple and yet not one of them would mention it. A few even went 
so far' as to step over the apple without a word. The apple controlled the room. 
It was a green apple. One of those
tart, tart Granny Smiths that can make a mouth tighten at the jaw just on a 
mention. Everyone in that room subconsciously assumed that tire apple would 
be tart to bite into. All the apple avoiders walked in the room with die other apple 
avoiders and all were in this room the apple controlled. A T-storm was brewing 
outside tire room and no one mentioned this, either. Many of the people in the 
room had left their car windows open and thought of this, but made no move 
to correct the situation. No matter the leather of the interior or a dry cleaned 
blouse hanging by that hook. 1 he hook that most cars have right behind the 
driver’s side window so all clothes blow onto the dog-haired backseat while on 
tire highway home from the cleaners. Idle lights inside the room flickered with 
the storm. It was a good guess that the storm affected tire power. That was the 
prevailing presumption. That the storm touched an electrical nerve somewhere 
in the grid and tire lights in the room then clipped and threatened. One in tire 
room thought it was more a reflection than a result. This pereon was always less 
concerned with causality than with manifestation.
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DANIEL D O E H R  
The Ticket Office Girl
I saw the ticket office girl again. O f course, everyone saw her at 
some point in the day being that she could be seen on the sign on the 
back of the drive-in screen at the edge of town along the highway. 
Once she let someone talk her into putting on a kind of Las Vegas 
cowgirl outfit with white boots and fringe and posmg on the hood of 
a car and waving as though she was in a parade. M ost people initially 
mistook it for a cham ber of commerce billboard welcoming, or more 
likely a saying good-bye, to people as they drove down the highway. 
Some simply thought it was for the club that kept opening and 
closing outside the city limits. Sadly, no one thought ol the dri\e-in , 
except when they were making a joke. No, I didn t see her there, I 
saw her buying a paperback from the wire rack at the drugstore, 
looking less like a m ade-up movie star and more like the girl who sat 
in the booth by the highway once the sun set. There she looked like 
someone who could step out of a bus and meet M ontgom ery Clift 
somewhere in the southwest, surrounded only by the shadow of the 
bus station and the silence of an empty phone booth, not saying a 
single word and cupping the left side of his face with her hand for a 
single m om ent before getting into the car and driving away with 
him. One could even imagine the bus ride and what she left behind, 
the suitcase on the seat beside her and the miles of highway narrowing 
into an indefinite point, the earth stirring beneath her with an 
ancient steadiness and the skyline no longer m etropolitan but 
numinous, becoming full of stars and the occasional planet encircled 
by a thin ring of light, all of it illuminated by the arc of the m oon 
low in the sky making the dry lake bed silver and shallow and the 
mesa close and comforting, the earth suddenly blue and opened up 
like the unbuttoned blouse of a m other with her baby before bed.
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She understood the earth and the places where the sea once belonged 
but were now bare, the rain coming again late at night one day when 
everyone was asleep, the movement of life through small moments 
that went unnoticed and meant more than people realized because 
they were the ones when something actually happened, when things 
changed and became different even though they still seemed familiar. 
In the summer months when she swam in the cement pool at the 
park, the smell of chlorine in her clothes and in her hair, she swam 
near the bottom trying to find the place where the bottom dropped 
off or at least feel it with the small part of her hand, tracing the 
cracks and contours with her fingertips, hoping to find the other 
hand, the one that turns the world in the same way you wind a clock 
while everyone and everything goes on and about their business and 
she wondered if this wasn’t how Adam and Eve started, started with 
an innocent desire one m orning that somehow went wrong and if 
the secret was not their shame or even what they saw but their story, 
the reason for their yearning, so that it all had to be remade, 
remembered in terms of a clothing ad with the two of them wearing 
cake plates, one circular and one square, appearing indifferent with 
each other after eating the apple like they never should have shared 
a meal together when in fact they were only self-conscious about 
what they should say and simply wanted to touch the tree one more 
time. She thought about them and the statue outside of the museum 
of the m an with a hammer, his arm  raised upward in benediction, 
and the building itself, seeming to yield, unable to contain a corner, 
outstretched and unfurled across the hillside, an enormous ribbon of 
metal bulging at the center waiting to be midwifed under the tangle 
of trees, and the glass-block building across town where she once 
went to the ballet with her aunt and wore a cardigan with a narrow 
weave and watched a sleeping bride, a bride better than Venus, atop 
a bouquet of flowers with a paper fan unfolded across her middle, 
and later ate at a small restaurant by the boatyards on plates with an 
off-center pattern of a flower stem without a flower, all while the red 
neon of the sign reflected on the window, reversing the letters in a 
warm glow against the wall, making the entire room feel like the
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inside of a flower and the food fresh and newly found, harvested by 
hands that held the horn of plenty and touched the ground where it 
was tender and pure. H er hunger burned and belonged to this, a 
kind of beginning, a beginning involving the petals she carried in the 
bottom  of her purse and the pear tree in her backyard, their 
mutability, their transience part of a collective coming and going 
that gave life its virtue. She saw what happened when it would start 
to rain during the movie and the light kept shining but the screen 
grew wet and the people suddenly grew sharper behind the car 
windows, some of them leaving, some of them  staying, their voices 
starting to the sound like an overheard conversation but all of them  
oddly discovered and suddenly aware of the world around them  and 
its strangeness, everyone suddenly present and naked, unavoidably 
mistaken for someone else, the flickering light no longer forgiving 
but somehow photographic, none of it going away, all ol it simply 
about to be buried somewhere in the blue darkness and borne out 
again in the politeness of a grocery store aisle or the narrowness of 
a brownstone foyer and its row of rectangular mailbox doors and 
parallel-lined wall tile. It seemed as though everything began and 
ended with an undone bra strap or a belt buckle, that things were 
built and then abandoned in the same m om ent, with the same urge, 
and that it didn’t m atter if it was the bridge by the stockyards built 
in the half arc of an opened hand or the soft vowel in the box of 
letters for the Laundrom at sign that once was taken down and 
misplaced but still rem em bered first and foremost in an alphabet of 
a name, there was a darkness in the day that finally came out at night 
and it was the only way the craving, the desire could somehow make 
sense. And it wasn’t simple like the puppets at the playhouse, the 
ones made out of a pair of ladders put together like a clothespin and 
then papered and plastered with tem pera paints, but simple like the 
trickle of water coming off the edge of the roof where the gutter 
was bent, bent right where she stood on the step of the booth, making 
her uncomfortable but curious, even eager, almost willing in an odd 
way. After all, desire was what was left of a shadow after it rained, 
something that seemed to have come and gone but really stayed
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behind and reemerged even stronger when the reel of him unwound 
itself and sounded as though it was stitching a dress together that 
would end up on a bedroom floor, forever opened up and turned 
inside out from having been taken off rather than put on, all the 
imperfections, the reverse pattern of the print, all of it visible and all 
of it public and plain to see. This underwire of emotion seemed to 
be everywhere, whether it was the Eiffel Tower in the movie poster 
out front or the umbrella she carried in case of rain, everyone knew 
what was underneath and she knew if she would lay down against 
the damp ground her impression would be left in the soft earth, it 
would be given up in a kind of offering or surrender, everyone would 
see, everyone would know, and she would be like the girl in the shoe 
ad that ran in the evening paper, part of a picture that suggested sin 
even though it only showed a barefoot couple from the waist down 
with the woman leaning forward with her heels arched up, and no 
m atter what she wore after that she would never cover her nakedness. 
She would be the one people remembered as pulling down the shade 
for the bedroom window and making a dark m urm ur in someone 
else’s room, never being able to buy pink mallows again but left 
breathless and bruised, bearing the mark and left to wonder about 
her flower box on the roof garden and the soft center where she 
always set her spade, suddenly feeling undone in the drizzle and 
darkness as she made her way home. It was no accident that the film 
reels resembled a pair of wedding rings left on a nightstand or that 
the inside of the earth really was like a piece of fruit that flowered in 
the darkness. Movies weren’t a kind of fresco but really a moment 
between two people in the darkness, all of it held together and then 
pulled apart, kept in the same tender place as the constellations 
carefully connected to one another in some small invisible way, the 
stars and street lights belonging to a story that could be told again 
and again without it becoming different or broken or lost, still rooted 
in the idea that the world wasn’t a place drawn out with a straight 
edge and a metal-tipped pen but with a piece of chalk on a 
playground, drawn to resemble the arc of a m other’s arm  in tender 
embrace, her heart pressed hard against the blank spot on the globe
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where it still was bare and blue and beautiful. There was no need to 
wonder how Them is became blindfolded or why she stood on a 
stone instead of a wedding cake, her arm  an awning balancing a 
pair of serving plates that dipped in the center with a recessed 
shallowness, or why the church with the re-skinned spire across the 
street from the half-block of storefronts kept its doors closed the day 
after the snow fell or why it wore its wound inside with its candles 
and confessional curtains, the sorrow seen in the stations of the cross 
spread out against the wall between each of the windows. It even 
made sense how Pluto was no longer a planet, even though it was 
still a place and even though everyone looked for it every night above 
the brick cornice of the bus station, still wondering what went on in 
the darkness underneath the hill one stifling afternoon in August 
and why the farm er suddenly cut down the tree and left his ax 
wedged in the stump without saying a word. Down at the public 
m arket you could see where the land rose up for the reservoir, the 
rows of tables stretching across the surface lot like the clotheslines in 
the backyards a few blocks over, the story of the picnic and the 
blanket still present in every piece of fruit and every pairing of 
placemats by the benches, the sprawl of the vine replaced with the 
wrought iron of the fence and the horn of plenty m ounted on the 
hood of a truck, all the earth, all the people carrying the memory, 
the conscience of the darkness from the night before and every night 
before that, trying to conceal the urge, the m om ent of conception so 
they could be a com m unicant all over again and no longer corporeal 
or carnal but untouched and ready to receive the seed of life in a 
thin slice of lemon wafer cake. Only they didn’t realize, they didn’t 
know that desire was like one of those islands surrounded by the sea 
that people thought had long ago been lost and submersed by the 
shifting of the tide but actually rem ained and felt the nearness of the 
flood every night and knew it wouldn’t disappear but simply become 
part of the past and that the missing girl carried away on the back of 
a bull would return, would be brought back, and she would tell a 
story of fruit cooking down into a caramel over an open fire and 
some M inoan sculptor awakening one night and no longer feeling
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lost when he saw the pointed ends o f a wave’s arc in the bulge o f the 
ocean and setting to work on a statue o f a bull, his desire suddenly 
sated by the opening o f the land and the healing o f its w ound with 
the lapping o f the w ater at its tender edge. Eventually the fruit has 
to be eaten, its dark skin pulled back and shared, spoken with the 
same lingual release o f an open vowel in the m iddle o f a conversation, 
its stem still rem aining deep inside where the seeds are outlined by 
the thin oval o f an axis until they too are husked and  broken free by 
the gentle palm ing o f a hand. It is the course o f life, this m arriage 
of light and  darkness in the flowering o f a tree with its roots and 
branches draw n out the same above and  below the ground, doing up 
close what the horizon does in the distance with the earth  and sky, 
pairing the cosmos with the cusp o f creation like a pa ir o f bodies 
brought together w ithout words, seeking solace in one ano ther in the 
shadow o f the sun, their slum ber a slowness, a forgetfulness of 
everything they ever heard  or were told, only able to understand  the 
m om ent and its furtive language o f ineffable longing. And later on, 
the postage stamp, the p icture on the wall, that is part o f it too, the 
rem em bering that comes afterw ard, the afterw ard o f a private 
penance and a prayer o f forgiveness and the pain ting o f the world 
with a pair o f scissors, trying to p rune everything back but having to 
accept the tear in the tulle and taffeta undone after the dance in a 
parking lot and the break in the retaining wall by the bridge, the 
knowledge that things were not always as they seemed or should be 
but simply present som ewhere in the world, quite often unnoticed 
and  contented in the background, sort o f like the lacquered panel 
on the wall, the one from an old ocean liner about tam ing horses, its 
story less about the west and  wide open spaces than  ano ther age 
when everything happened  underground or in the side o f the earth  
and seemed forgotten until the w ater stirred again at the sight o f the 
stars draw n out in the figure o f a barefoot goddess quietly carrying 
a p itcher across the sky, her hunger a secret left unspoken and felt in 
the turn ing  o f the tide. Som ewhere som eone would be asleep, their 
hunger and  expiation m om entarily  one, but the earth  would move 
yet again in the night, desiring, circumvolving in its sem i-circular
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way, moving everything without actually changing it, and people 
would make their way home between the brownstones and bowling 
alleys, moving about with something only they understood, no longer 
the same but not different, wondering how far they would have to 
walk before the crown of the road no longer spoke of bedrock or the 
area between buildings wasn’t the place where bodies m et and 
dampness and darkness disappeared in the Iramework behind the 
abandoned billboard above the bus station, the circle of life 
completing its slow revolution with an apple opened in half. And the 
museum would have an exhibit, if not paintings then sculpture, 
something delicate and gossamer, suspended by a wire but resembling 
a flower grown from the ground and given as a kind of gift, and I 
would see her there, see her somewhere between the columns or 
coming from behind a curtain, and I would think ol the movie ticket 
still in my pocket from the night before and I would think of how it 
rained early that m orning and how the m oon was faint, covered with 
the remains of a cloud, seeming more like a bride’s veil than a 
window shade, and I would think of how I suddenly wanted to go to 
the pool at the far end of the park, or even the aquarium  where it 
was silent and still, and touch the inside of the earth where it was 
tender and soft and look from behind the glass and watch a movie of 
another kind.
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A s h l e y  S e i t z  K r a m e r
Theory o f Everything,
Hapless birds, the aerial view 
School of sorrow and  skill of joy 
W hat I arrange and  avoid 
Disregarding any history of error 
I stare down 
No I disbelieve
T h e  brightest stars and their best angles
I record my findings
But I give them  back or I p lan to
Your m other stands on that broken toe again
Rising the bread  in silence a prayer
N ear the gossamer curtains
M y own m other darns
Two days it takes her nose to the needle
Considering the clouds themselves
W hat they can manage
I follow the trail (I follow you)
To see the lights
But I never do see
Each detail misleading
With or without the relentless heat
And the orange groves neon oranges
T h e  river in which my sister carries me
O n  her shoulders
Above the mackerel and above the blue
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(Guadalajara, 2005). Since 2004, he lives in Boston where he is a PhD 
candidate in Hispanic Literature at Boston University.
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CUTBANK
CulBank is pleased to announce the second year of the 
M ontana Prize in Fiction, the M ontana  Prize in Creative 
N onfiction, and the Patricia Goedicke Prize in Poetry.
We arc thrilled to have three wonderful judges participating 
this year. The Patricia Goedicke Prize in Poetry will be judged 
by Noah Eli Gordon. Joy Williams will judge the M ontana 
Prize in Fiction. T he winner of the M ontana Prize in Creative 
Nonfiction will be chosen by Brian Bouldrey.'
Submissions are accepted December 1 through February 
29. Winners receive $500 and publication in CutBank 71. All 
submissions will be considered for publication, and the 
contests’ $13 entry fee includes a one-year subscription to 
CulBank.
For lull contest guidelines, visit www.cutbankonHne.org.
Hawai i Pacific Review
An annual literary magazine publishing 
outstanding poetry, fiction, and personal essays 
by authors from Hawai'i, the mainland, 
and around the world
Individual subscriptions 
95 for current issue • $16.00 for two issues 
$22.00 for three issues
Institutional subscriptions 
$10.00 for current issue • $18.00 for two issues 
$25.00 for three issues
Best of the Decade, 1986-1996 (double issue) 
$ 10.00
Best of the Decade, 1997-2007 (double issue) 
$ 10.00
All o ther  back issues 
$5.00
Manuscripts accepted 
September 1 th rough D ecem ber 31
Patrice Wilson, Ph.D., Editor 
Hawai'i Pacific Review 
f/ldiiHit / Pacific cl/nioe/'situ
1060 Bishop Street, LB7 
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96813 
E-mail: hpreview@hpu.edu 
W eb site: www.hpu.edu
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N in Andrews David Huddle
Antler Peter Johnson
Ellen Bass Tim othy Liu
Marvin Bell Robert Hill Long
Michael Blumenthal T.M. McNally
Christopher Buckley Sandra Meek
M atthew Cooperman Benjamin Percy
Jim Daniels William Pitt Root
Tracy Daugherty Stephen Sandy
Greg Delanty Maureen Seaton
Denise Duhamel Reginald Shepherd
B.H. Fairchild Betsy Sholl
Gary Fincke Alexander Theroux
Patricia Goedicke Daniel Tobin
Lola Elaskins William Trowbridge
Brian Henry Charles Harper Webb
Bob Hicok Walter Wetherell
H.L. Hix Jay W hite
N eil Shepard, E d ito r and  Poetry E d ito r • Leslie D aniels, F iction E d ito r 
Best American Poetry • Pushcart Prize  •  Poetry Daily  •  Verse Daily
“A strong record o f  quality  w o rk ... m any  exciting new  voices.”
—Library Journal
“C haracter, vision and  energy ...T he  p roduc tion  is beautiful 
and the space crisp and clear.”
—Magazine Rack
“Solid, handsom e, com prehensive.”
—Literary Magazine Review
Subscriptions: $ 15/year
Send check to: Green Mountains Review
Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656
Contact us by email: gmr@jsc.edu
Visit http://greenmountainsreview.jsc.vsc.edu for submission and subscription information
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Many thanks to the arti sts and businesses 
that supported CutBank by donating art and 
merchandise for the
ARTISTS
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M ANY THANKS TO THE STENSRUD BUILDING, THE 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT FACULTY, AND ALL OF OUR 
SPONSORS FOR SUPPORTING CUTBANK
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R e b e k a h  B e a l l  
C a r a  Be n s o n  
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